First 10 minutes introductions

Date of orals: 14 July 2015, Master

Then

1. You are taking over a 20000 bulker as CAPTAIN.
2. Details of Safcon IOPP and Load line certificates
3. Legislation: Reporting as per pollution, form 18 and 19, Marine order M notice, PIN, MO 32 in details.
4. Check when an Australian Crew Joins the vessel
5. PSC and Flag state (PSC Check as per convention ratified by that state)
7. Fire in the Galley.
8. Loading iron ore. Trimming requirements.
9. ROR: Towing vessel and RAM. Fishing vessels and Trawler difference.
10. Angle of Loll. Negative GM and correction procedures.
11. Load line Zones. Loading in Tropical coming to Summer Zones.
12. OWS and ODMCS
13. Full details of IOPP supplement.
15. IMSBC code A, B, and C
16. Other than OSHMI, few other acts.
17. Aspect of a vessel
18. Rule no 19 in details
19. ROR: definitions
20. Fire in Galley (said risk assessment, OHS)
21. Who you recognise as a Master (after writing the take over in OLB)
22. Contents of OLB
23. Is HSR compulsory?
24. ZOC
25. ECDIS compliance Requirements
27. Load line @ how to go about the survey
29. Cargo washed residue discharge and logging report.
30. Nav act 2012: Briefly
31. Stress when loading in a bulk carrier.
32. ISM code: Master’s responsibly.
33. SMC and DOC
34. Rest hours as per what act (STCW, MLC and ILO).
35. What you do once the OLB completed and why.

Result: passed